
Note to the Deputy Secretary-General

Subject: Meeting with the Secretary-General's Panel
on strengthening the international civil service ,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

1. The Deputy Secretary-General will be meeting with the Panel members on
Wednesday, 21 April, at 3.30 p.m. The following members of the Panel will be present
and will be accompanied by the Chairman of ICSC, Mohsen Bel Hadj Amor:

- Mary Chinery-Hesse (Ghana), former Director-General of ILO
- Philippe Rochat (Switzerland), former Secretary-General of ICAO
- Anatoly V. Torkunov (Russian Federation), Ambassador and Rector, Moscow

State Institute of International Relations

The 4th member of the Panel, Ernst Sucharipa (Austria) has been taken ill and will not be
able to be present. Messrs. Patrizio Civili, Qazi Shaukat Farced, Kinston Rhodes and
Ms. Mary Jane Peters will also be present.

2. The^arjdJieid_iJ,s_fe^t^je,ssion in Vienna from ,1.8.to.20.February 2004. "The
report of the first session, together with a copy of the General Assembly resolution
57/285 and the Report of the Secretary-General A/57/612 on the establishnient of the
Panel and its termspjreference, is attached, the Panel will have its second session this
week, from 21 to 23 April in New York, and a final session in Geneva (14-17 June).

3. As indicated in the report of their first session, the Panel has already done an
article-by-article review of the ICSC Statute with a focus on the selection process for
ICSC members. At the strong insistence of the ICSC Chairman, the Panel members
agreed not to examine the need to review the Statute itself for possible revision.

4. In general, the first session of the Panel made good progress due to the excellent
chemistry that developed amongst the Panel members, and a common understanding
of the mission of the Panel that emerged partly as a result of the position taken by the
Chairman. The Panel believed that there is a need to raise the Commission's profile, to
be seen to be more proactive, and functioning as a professional body that enjoys the
respect of all stakeholders.

5. The Deputy Secretary-General may wish to encourage the Panel to:

• examine the need to re-interpret the existing concepts behind the Statute
and to put them in context of (i) the requirements of a modern civil service
and resources of the United Nations system; (ii) the actual management
structures and human resource profiles of the variou
system; (iii) current and emerging needs of UN systi
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relative to present conditions of service; and (iv) the changing nature of
UN system programmes and services;

• examine how Article 1 of the Statute regarding the mission of ICSC to
regulate and control the common system be re-interpreted especially in
view of the need for greater flexibility recognized by national civil
services (i.e., monolithic approaches are no longer relevant);

• consult with various experts in the field and stakeholders, including the
executive heads of organizations that are members of the common system,
in accordance with paragraph 8 of the terms of reference of the Panel;

• look into the various recommendations emanating from previous reviews
of the functioning of the ICSC since 1987 - albeit not by independent
panels— and evaluate their implementation and impact.

Qazi Shaukat Farced
20 April 2004
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18 March 2004

First Session of the Panel established by the Secretary-General
to Review the Strengthening of the International Civil Service

4- ,

IAEA, Vienna, 18-20 February 2004

Background

1. On the basis of its terms of reference established in the Report of the Secretary-
General (A/57/612) and UNGA resolution 57/285, the Panel considered procedural and
substantive issues related to preparing a report for the General Assembly's fifty-ninth session.

Strengthening the International Civil Service

2. The Panel considered that its mandate had been formulated on the premise that
strengthening the functioning of ICSC would play a significant role in strengthening the
international civil service itself.

3. Arising out of its analysis of the way in which the Commission was perceived by
those who participated in its work, the Panel repeatedly underscored the pre-eminent role
which the Commission was playing in the United Nations system of organizations. A role
which might not always have been evident to its consultative partners, including the relevant
governing bodies of the system.

4. To raise the profile of the Commission and further improve its image, the Panel
considered that the General Assembly should be more fully apprised of:

- The characteristics of the work being carried out by the Commission on behalf of
the UN system as a whole; this marked ICSC out from other bodies appointed by
the General Assembly. This uniqueness was highlighted inter alia in the method
of selection of members of the Commission established in Article 4 of the Statute.

- The Commission's responsibility for recommendations to the General Assembly
(Article 10 of the Statute) and for the decisions it took in its own right (Article 11
of the Statute). This responsibility had very significant financial implications
across the United Nations system as a whole. For example, US$1.9 billion on
salaries excluding allowances, benefits and other staff costs.

- The need for the Commission to provide innovation and added value in the
management of the organizations most important resources - the staff1 - not only
in terms of their compensation and conditions of employment but equally in terms
of the introduction of "cutting edge" human resources practices. These should not
merely mimic what was going on in national settings but should meet the
particular needs of the international civil service within the framework of the
diverse mandates of the organizations of the UN system.

Conservatively, staff costs are considered to account for at least 70% of organizations budgets.



The need to ensure that the Commission's work was given the attention it
deserved both within the UN General Assembly and the Governing Bodies of the
organizations of the system.

Implications for the application of the ICSC Statute

5. These unique features of the Commission's functioning brought to the fore the
importance of:

(i) reformulating the mission or vision of the Commission to underscore its role
in building organizational effectiveness and supporting organizational change
not least through providing for the recruitment and retention of the best staff;

(ii) applying strictly the Statute of the Commission in particub ;>: respect of
Articles 3 and 4 relating to the competencies of members and of their
selection. Among other suggestions raised by the Panel were those of:
- introducing a set of competencies against which nominations to the

Secretary-General for membership could be screened (by an
intergovernmental or other body);
finding ways of attracting "active" members who were experts in human
resources management;

- ensuring rotation among the membership of ICSC in order to bring in new
ideas;

- insisting on greater gender balance in Commission membership;

(iii) reviewing the Commission's functioning in practice, this could include
reference to:

the timing and duration of meetings (e.g. holding four one week meetings
a year);

- the management of its agenda;
support provided by the ICSC secretariat in terms of the resources the
Commission requires to get its job done efficiently and effectively;
the need to bring additional skills to the secretariat on an ad hoc manner;

(iv) bolstering efforts to enable the Commission to increase strategic awareness of
all dimensions of deploying human resources effectively; this would also
ensure that the Commission would become a catalyst for change. Among
other suggestions were those of:

- holding more retreats targeted at information exchange on latest HR
practices;
facilitating exchanges between members over their internet;

- making one of the full-time members of the Commission (e.g. the Vice-
Chairman) the focal point for innovation and change;

(v) enhancing the engagement of all the consultative partners in the Commission
inter alia through greater exposure of the Commission's work at meetings of
Governing Bodies of all organizations of the system.



6. Key to improvements in these and other potential areas would be the development of
a clear communications strategy to enjoin all partners in efforts being made to reform and re-
energize the Commission's work.

Next steps

7. The Panel decided to pursue its work both by reference to 'the historical perspective
and to the diverse reflections on areas where improvements were sought. It asked the
secretariat to provide further materials relating to:

- Previous reviews of the Commission's functioning and the results thereof;
- Alternative methods for the selection of members of technical bodies both in the

UN and other international organizations;
- Effective practices in the national or international settings for upholding the civil

service and setting conditions of employment;
- Successful human resources management policies and procedural change

introduced across the common system;
A list of the major reform measures currently being put forward by ICSC;
Updating a set of competencies for members of the Commission building on
materials developed in 1998.

8. It also requested the secretariat, as part of the consultative process, to invite the two
staff bodies (FICSA and CCISUA) to send in their comments in respect of the review.

Conclusions

9. It was evident that the Panel's conclusions could at the current stage be highly
preliminary. It was nevertheless evident in the Panel's discussions that within the context of
raising the Commission's profile, its future work should focus on attaining and retaining the
highest quality of membership by ICSC; this implied inter alia concentrating on the
application of Articles 3 and 4 of the Statute and on increasing flexibility in the programme
of work and management of the Commissions' meetings.

10. The panel planned to hold further sessions in April (21-23) and June (14-17) in
New York and Geneva respectively. The Secretariat was requested to look into organizing a
retreat in conjunction with the Panel's April session to which an expert(s) in civil service
reform or another relevant area might be invited.
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Introduction

1. Under article 1 of its Statute, the International Civ i l Service Commission was
established by the General Assembly of the United Nations for the regulation anij
coordination of the condit ions of service of the United Nations common system. •

2. In section III of its resolution 56/244 of 24 December 2001, the General
Assembly requested the Secretary-General, in close consultation with the Chairman
of the International C i v i l Service Commission, to submit a timetable for the
implementation of the review of the strengthening of the international c iv i l service
to the Assembly at the main part of its fifty-seventh session.

3. After consultations with the Chairman of the Commission, the Secretary-
General submits the terms of reference for and composition of the panel that wi l l
conduct the review as well as the requested t imetable.

Terms of reference for the panel on the strengthening of the
international civil service

Objective

4. The review should be a focused process f irmly set in the context of the
Commission's Statute and clearly aimed at further strengthening the Commission
and maximizing its abi l i ty to support the General Assembly in guiding the common
system.

5. The panel of eminent persons should consider ways of better equ ipp ing the
Commission, within the framework of the Statute, with tools to implement its tasks,
while further ensuring the Commission's independence, impartiality and
effectiveness.

6. The panel should study and report on ways of enhancing the Commission's
capability to reinforce, modernize and thereby strengthen the international civil
service to meet new and complex challenges.

Composition of the panel

7. The panel w i l l consist of the following members nominated by the Secretary-
General in consultation with the Chairman of the Commission. Secretariat support
wi l l be joint ly provided by the secretariats of the United Nations System Chief
Executives Board for Coordination (CEB) and the Commission. The panel w i l l
comprise:

Mary Chinery-Hesse (Ghana) Presently Member of the Eminent Persons
Advisory Panel on the transition of the
Organization of African Unity to the African
Union , Former Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Finance, United Nations Development Programme
Resident Representative to several countries,
Deputy Director-General of the International
Labour Organization. Deputy Director-General of
the International Labour Organization.
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P h i l l i p Rochat (Switzerland)

Ernst Sucharipa (Austria)

Anatoly V. Torkunov
(Russian Federation)

Presently Executive Director of the Air Transport
Action Group, a non-governmental organization.

Former Secretary-General of the International
Civ i l Aviation Organization. ^

Former assistant to the Director General of Civil
Aviation of Switzerland.

Former Director of commercial and financial
departments of the Geneva International Airport.

Presently Head of the Dip lomat ic Academy of
Austria.

Former Ambassador and Permanent Representative
of Austria to the Uni ted Nations.

Presently Rector, Moscow State Institute of
International Relations.

Former Ambassador in the Diplomatic Service of
the Russian Federation.

The Chairman of the Commission, Mohsen Bel Hadj Amor, w i l l participate in the
Panel as an ex officio member.

8. The panel may hold consultat ions and seek expert advise as required.

Timetable and reporting

9. The Panel w i l l submit its f indings and recommendations to the Secretary-
General who wi l l report thereon to the General Assembly at its f i f ty-n in th session.
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General Assembly ' " ^S^S

Fifty-seventh session
Agenda item 120

Resolution adopted by the General Assembly

[on the report of the Fifth Committee (A/57/652)]

57/285. United Nations common system: report of the International
Civil Service Commission

The General Assembly,

Having considered the report of the International Civil Service Commission for
20021 and the statement submitted by the Secretary-General on the administrative and
financial implications of the decisions and recommendations contained in the report of the
Commission,2

Reaffirming its commitment to a single, unified United Nations common system as
the cornerstone for the regulation and coordination of the conditions of service of the
United Nations common system,

Convinced that the common system constitutes the best instrument through which to
secure staff with the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity for the
international civil service, as stipulated in the Charter of the United Nations,

Reaffirming the statute of the Commission and the central role of the Commission in
the regulation and coordination of the conditions of service of the United Nations common
system,

Takes note of the report of the International Civil Service Commission for 2002;'

I

Conditions of service applicable to both categories of staff

A. Review of the pay and benefits system

Recalling its resolutions 51/216 of 18 December 1996, 52/216 of 22 December 1997,
53/209 of 18 December 1998 and 55/223 of 23 December 2000,

1 . Takes note with appreciation of the concrete progress made by the Commission
in the review of the pay and benefits system in the contest of the approved framework for
human resources management;

1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 30 (A/57/30).
2 A/57/450 and Corr.l and 2.
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2. Takes note of the decisions of the Commission contained in paragraphs 39
and 60 of its report;1 ,

3. Invites the Commission to duly take into account al! views expressed by
Member States regarding the review of the pay and benefits system, bearing in mind that
any eventual proposals should be aimed at enhancing the effectweiae.ss as well as the
efficiency of the secretariats of the organizations of the United Nations system, consistent
with the principles set out in paragraph 12 of the report of the Commission;1

4. Notes that the Commission will examine the issue of contractual arrangements
in the United Nations system organizations, bearing in mind its close linkage to the review
of the pay and benefits system;

5. Requests the Commission to review the decision contained in paragraph 80 of
its report,1 including the question of whether the Senior Management Service should be
dealt with in the framework of the review of the pay and benefits system, in view of the
intention of the General Assembly to consider the question at its fifty-eighth session;

6. Notes that the proposed Senior Management Service would not require a
special pay and benefits package, as mentioned in paragraph 80 of the report of the
Commission;

7. Requests the Commission to conduct a review of grade equivalency between
the United Nations and the United States federal service in accordance with the new master
standard during its review of the pay and benefits system, taking fully into account the post
structure of the United Nations and of the United States federal Government, and to report
thereon to the General Assembly at its fifty-ninth session;

B. Mobility

Recalling its resolution 55/258 of 14 June 2001, in which the General Assembly
requested the Commission to conduct a comprehensive review of the question of mobility
and its implications for the career development of staff members in the United Nations
system,

Takes note of paragraph 92 of the report of the Commission,1 and, in this context,
requests the Commission to continue to develop its study in this area and to report thereon
to the General Assembly at its fifty-eighth session;

C. Common scale of staff assessment

Recalling its resolutions 48/225 of 23 December 1993 and 51/216,

Takes note of the decision of the Commission as contained in paragraph 96 of its
report;1

D. Hazard pay

Requests the Commission to reconsider its decision on hazard pay, taking into
account all the views expressed by Member States;

E. Review of the level of education grant

Recalling Its resolutions 51/216 and 52/216,

1. Approves increases in the maximum reimbursement levels for seven countries
or currency areas, as well as other recommendations in respect of the reimbursement of
expenses under the education grant, as contained in paragraph 141 of and annex V to the
report of the Commission;1
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2. Takes note of the decisions of the Commission contained in paragraphs 142
and 143 of its report;

II

Conditions of service of:staff in the Professional and higher categories

A. Margin considerations and base/floor salary scale

Recalling sectionI.C, paragraphs, of its resolution 44/198 of 21 December 1989,
section n.B of its resolution 48/224 of 23 December 1993, section I.C of its resolution
51/216, section I.B of its resolutions 52/216, 53/209 and 54/238 of 23 Decembe lf>99
section II.C of its resolution 55/223 and section II.A of its resolution 56/244 of
24 December 2001,

1. Notes that the net remuneration margin, which measures the relationship
between United Nations salaries and those of the comparator for the period from 1 January
to 31 December 2002, is 109.3, as shown in annex III to the report of the Commission;1

2. Reaffirms that the range of 110 to 120 for the margin between the net
remuneration of officials in the Professional and higher categories of the United Nations in
New York and officials in comparable positions in the comparator civil service should
continue to apply, on the understanding that the margin would be maintained at the
desirable midpoint of 115 over a period of time;

3. Requests the Commission to keep the matter under review with a view to
restoring the margin to its midpoint over a period of time, and requests the Commission to
report to the General Assembly on the outcome of this review at its sixty-second session,
taking into full account the Noblemaire principle;

4. Approves, with effect from 1 January 2003, the revised scale of gross and net
salaries for staff in the Professional and higher categories, as contained in the annex to the
present resolution;

5. Welcomes the efforts of the Commission to strengthen performance and
accountability, especially at the senior levels, throughout the common system, and requests
the Commission to make recommendations, where appropriate, for increasing the roles of
performance and productivity in determining remuneration levels;

6. Requests the Commission, when conducting its review of the pay and benefits
system, to bear in mind the necessity for performance management systems to be fair and
transparent;

7. Reiterates its request to the Commission to review, in the context of the review
of the pay and benefits system, the existing linkage between the base/floor salary scale and
the mobility and hardship allowance;

B. Dependency allowances

Recalling section II.F, paragraph 2, of its resolution 47/216 of 23 December 1992, in
which it noted that the Commission would review the level of dependency allowances
every two years,

Endorses the recommendations of the Commission contained in paragraph 182 of its
report;1
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in
Conditions of service of the General Service aad

other locally recruited categories

Recalling section II.A of its resolution 52/216, in which it reaffirmed that the
Flemming principle should continue to serve as the basis for determining the conditions of
service of the General Service and related categories and endorsed the revised
methodology for surveys of best prevailing conditions of employment for those categories,

Takes note of the results of the salary surveys conducted in London, Vienna and
Geneva, as reported in chapter V of the report of the Commission;1

IV

Strengthening of the international civil service

1. Takes note of the report of the Secretary-General concerning the strengthening
of the international civil service;3

2. Endorses the terms of reference of the panel on the strengthening of the
international civil service, as contained in the report of the Secretary-General;

3. Requests the panel also to comment on the role and main characteristics of the
international civil service;

4. Invites the Commission to comment on the findings and recommendations of
the panel and to submit its comments to the General Assembly at its fifty-ninth session, to
be considered by the Assembly together with the report of the Secretary-General.

78th plenary meeting
20 December 2002

'A/57/612.
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Annex

Salary scale for staff in the Professional and higher categories shorting
annual gross salaries and net equivalents after application of staff assessment
(United States dollars)

Effective 1 January 2003

Level / n m IV V VI vn
Step

vm K x xi xn m xiv XV

Under-Secretary-General

USG Gross

NetD

NetS

186144

125609

113041

Assistant Secretary-General

ASG

Director

D-2

Gross
NetD

NetS

Gross

NetD

NetS

169366

115207

104324

139050

96411

88571

142085

98292

90159

145119

100174

91741

148154

102055

93318

151 189

103 937

94890

154223

105818

96456

Principal Officer

D-l Gross

NetD

NetS

126713

88762

82045

129377

90414

83481

132041

92065

84913

134705

93717

86342

137369

95369

87768

140033

97020

89190

142697

98672

90609

145361

100324

92025

148024

101 975

93437

Senior Officer

P-5 Gross

NetD

NetS

104102

74743

69437

106369

76149

70685

108635

77554

71930

110901

78959

73174

113168

80364

74416

115434

81769

75655

117701

83174

76892

119967

84580

78127

122234 124500 126766 129033 131299

85985 87390 88795 90200 91606

79360 80591 81820 83046 84271

First Officer

P-4 Gross
NetD

NetS

84435

62327

58041

86489

63683

59276

88544

65039

60509

90637

66395

61740

92824

67751

62971

95011

69107

64200

97198

70463

65429

99385

71819

66656

101572 103759 105946 108133 110320 112507

73175 74530 75886 77242 78598 79954

67881 69106 70329 71551 72772 73992

114694

81310

75211

Second Officer
P-3 Gross

NetD

NetS

68306

51682

48242

70208

52937

49396

72112

54194

50553

74011

55447

51706

75915

56704

52862

77815

57958

54015

79715

59212

55169

81620

60469

56324

83523 85423 87326 89226 91202 93226

61725 62979 64235 65489 66745 68000

57477 58632 59782 60933 62083 63233

95250

69255

64384

Associate Officer

P-2 Gross

NetD

NetS

55346

42849

40191

56907

43973

41210

58465

45095

42226

60027

46218

43244

61729

47341

44260

63429

48463

45279

65130

49586

46313

66829

50707

47344

68532 70233 71932 73636

51831 52954 54075 55200

48379 49412 50444 51479

Assistant Officer

P-l Gross

NetD

NetS

42944

33920

31997

44444

35000

32992

45942

36078

33986

47442

37158

34980

48939

38236

35974

50438

39315

36 967

51938

40395

37962

53436

41474

38944

54932 56432

42551 43631

39921 40899

D = Rate applicable to staff members with a dependent spouse or child.

S = Rate applicable to staff members with no dependent spouse or child.




